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The 2-dimensional alternating k-head machine having a separate 2-dimensional input 
tape with k four-way, read-only heads, and a certain number of internal contigurations 
-2-AM(k) is considered as a parallel computing model. For the complexity measure 
TIME .SPACE.PARALLELISM (TSP), the optimal lower bounds Q(n’) and Q(n*‘*) are 
proved for the recognition of specific 2-dimensional languages on 2-AM(l) and 2-AM(k), 
respectively. For the complexity measure REVERSALS. SPACE PARALLELISM (RSP), 
the lower bounds R(n*/log,n) and Q(n/log,n) are established for the recognition of specific 
languages on 2-AM(l) and 2-AM(k), respectively. Several lower bounds and complexity 
hierarchies for uniform computing models that can be obtained by different restrictions on 
2-AM(k) are direct consequences of these results. 0 1989 Academic Press, 1~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the hardest problems in computational complexity theory is to prove that 
a specific problem cannot be solved with certain restrictions on basic computer 
resources such as time, space, hardware, etc. Besides the lower bounds on mostly 
studied single complexity measures, attempts have been made to prove lower 
bounds on some convex functions of time and space in Cobham [3], Borodin and 
Cook Cl], r)uriS and Galil [4], and HromkoviE [6]. The motivation for the study 
of such complexity measures can be found in the fact that lower bounds on a single 
complexity measure give very little information about the behaviour of the other 
complexity measures. The investigation of some convex functions of complexity 
measures can give more complete information of the hardness of the studied 
problem. For example, it can bring the knowledge how the decrease of a single 
complexity measure can be compensated by the increase of another complexity 
measure. 
The computing models studied in [l, 3, 4, 63 are very general in the sense that 
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they have no restriction on the organization of the memory. This is reached by con- 
sidering the memory as an infinite set of internal configurations instead of a fixed 
type of memory. An internal configuration describes the contents of the whole 
memory, and the whole information included in it is used in every computation step 
of these cornputting models. Clearly, the use of internal configurations causes the 
computing models to seem unreal because all uniform devices have access only to a 
constant number of values stored in the memory in their computation steps. For 
example, the computing models considered in [3, 4, 61 can recognize all languages 
(nonrecursive too) with TIME. SPACE E O(n’). But, on the other hand, this 
approach secures the fact that all lower bounds obtained for these computing 
models hold also for all uniform devices with an arbitrary number of (possibly 
multidimensional) tapes, pushdowns, random access memories, etc. 
Since the computing models considered in [l, 4, 61 allow an arbitrarily large 
(but fixed) number of heads on the input tape, the lower bounds proved in [ 1,4,6] 
can be applied to multihead devices too. 
The computing model studied in this paper is a generalization of 2-dimensional 
alternating devices investigated in Inoue et al. [9-133. We consider a 2-dimensional 
multihead alternating machine, 2-MAM, that consists of a separate 2-dimensional 
input tape with a fixed number of read-only heads and an infinite number of inter- 
nal configurations. 
Alternation is considered as introduced in Chandra, Kozen, and Stockmeyer [2], 
and the definition of parallel complexity of alternating devices introduced in [5,6] 
is used. Time, space, and reversal complexities, respectively, of a computation are 
defined in the obvious way as maximum of time, space, and reversal complexities, 
resp., of sequential subcomputations of the parallel computation. We shall study the 
complexity measures TIME. SPACE. PARALLELISM (TSP) and REVER- 
SALS . SPACE . PARALLELISM (RSP) of 2-MAMs. These complexity measures 
were studied in [6, 71, where the first nontrivial lower bounds for the language 
recognition on alternating devices with one-dimensional input tape were obtained. 
An advantage of this paper over that of [6,7] is that we shall prove tight lower 
and upper bounds for both complexity measures TSP and RSP. So, we shall 
establish hierarchies that are not known for one-dimensional computing models. 
Although the lower bounds are proved for the general computing model (MAM), 
the upper bounds are presented on uniform devices such as 2-dimensional deter- 
ministic Turing machines. This gives the following information: 
1. All generalization steps defining 2-MAMs from some simple uniform 
devices do not help to decrease the computational complexity of some specific 
problems. 
2. There are hierarchies for all devices between MAMs and the computing 
models used for presenting upper bounds. 
Although there are several possibilities to prove in a straightforward way the tight 
upper bounds to the established lower bounds, and there are a large number of 
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induced hierarchies, we omit the formulation of most of them. We shall present 
only those upper bounds and hierarchies which seem to be the most interesting 
ones. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 involves the basic definitions. The 
complexity measure TSP is investigated in Section 3. The lower bounds Q(n3) and 
Q(,5’2), respectively, are proved for the recognition of specific languages on 2- 
AM(l) and 2-MAM (resp. (ZAM(k), for a positive integer k, denotes a 2-MAM 
with k input heads). It is shown that the lower bounds obtained are optimal, which 
induces many hierarchy results. Several lower bounds for restricted 2-MAMs (for 
example, deterministic and nondeterministic 2-dimensional Turing machines) are 
immediate consequences of the result obtained. The complexity measure RSP is 
investigated in Section 4. The lower bounds SZ(n2/log2n) and Q(n/log,n), are 
established for the recognition of specific languages on 2-AM(l) and 2-MAM, 
respectively. The further structure of Section 4 is similar to that of Section 3. Sec- 
tion 5 involves the results for 2-dimensional multihead finite automata obtained as 
direct consequences of the lower bounds proved in the previous two sections. The 
open problems and motivations for futher research are included in the last 
section. 6. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
The two-dimensional alternating Turing machine, 2-ATM, was investigated as a 
computing model in several papers [9-131, where the first lower bounds on space 
and parallelism were established. We shall study 2-dimensional multihead alter- 
nating machines, 2-MAMs, which are the generalisation of 2-ATMs in the following 
two directions: 
1. A 2-MAM can have an arbitrary large (but fixed) number of heads on a 
2-dimensional input tape, and a 2-ATM has only one. 
2. A 2-MAM has an arbitrary organization of the working space (in fact we 
shall consider that a 2-MAM can see the whole contents of its memory in each step 
of the computation). 
Now, let us give the formal definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let C be a finite, nonempty set of symbols called alphabet. A 
two-dimensional tape over Z is a two-dimensional square of elements of .E. The set 
of all two-dimensional tapes over Z is denoted by Z*2. Given a tape x E C*2, we let 
f(x) be the number of rows (columns) of x. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A 2-dimensional k-head alternating machine, 2-AM(k), is a 
8-tuple M = (K, C, KU, 6, qO, F, d, k), where 
(1) K is a nonempty, countable set of internal configurations (or states), 
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(2) qOE K is the initial state, 
(3) K, G K is the set of universal states, K, = K- K, is the set of existential 
states, 
(4) FE K is the set of accepting states, 
(5) Z is a finite, nonempty set called input alphabet, and # $2 is the boun- 
dary symbol, 
(6) 6 c (Kx (2 u { # })“) x (K x {left, right, up, down, no move}“) is the next 
moue relation. For (((4, (a,, . . . . a,)), (p, (d,, d,, . . . . dk)))ES the following is 
required: If uj= # is on the left (right, lower, upper) boundary, for a Jo { 1, . . . . k}, 
then dj# {left} ({right}, {down}, (up}). 
(7) d is a positive integer such that, for Vq E K,, VXE (Zu { # })“, there exist 
at most d different tuples (p, c1), where p E K, CI E {left, right, up, down, no movejk, 
such that ((q, x), (p, a)) E 6. 
As shown in Fig. 1, the machine M has a read-only, squared, input tape, with 
boundary symbols #, k read-only heads on the input tape, and a countable state 
control. 
Note that property (7) of 2-AM(k)s is essential for the lower bounds proved in 
what follows. But, it does not decrease the power of the results because all alter- 
nating devices considered till now have the natural property that one computing 
process can be divided in at most a constant number of parallel processes in one 
step of the computation. 
positiona lO,l) Cl,11 
FIGURE 1 
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For each XEJY*~, let x(i,j) or aU denote the symbol in z u { # } on the position 
(i, j) (see Fig. 1 ), where 0 < i, j < Z(x) + 1. Let, in what follows, N denote the set of 
positive integers and 9 denote the set of positive real numbers. For any k E ZV, a 
2-AM(k) will be called a 2-dimensional multihead alternating machine, 2-MAM. 
DEFINITION 2.3. An instantaneous description of a 2-AM(k) M= (K, C, K,, 
6, q,,, F, d, k) is any element from 
Z*‘x Kx ((NW {O})2)k. 
Informally, an instantaneous description (w, q, ( (iI, jl ), (i2, j2),..., (ik, jk))), for 
O<i,,j,, i2,j2, . . . . ik, j, < Z(w) + 1, describes the situation in which the 2-AM(k), 
having the input word w E C*2, is in the internal configuration q and the rth head 
on the position (i,,j,). 
DEFINITION 2.4. A configuration of a 2-AM(k) M= (K, C, K,, 6, q,,, F, d, k) is 
an element from Kx ((Nu (0))‘)‘. For all XE,JT*~, Z,,,(x)= (x, qO, ((O,O), 
(0, 0), . . . . (0,O)) is the initial instantaneous description. We shall say that the 
instantaneous description (x, q, ((iI, jl), . . . . (h,jJ)) (configuration (4, ((ir,jA . . . . 
(ik, j,)))) is universal, existential, or accepting, if q is a universal, existential, or 
accepting internal configuration, respectively. 
Informally, a step of M consists of reading k symbols by k heads from the input 
tape, entering a new internal configuration, and moving the read-only heads in 
specified directions. Note, that no input head can fall off the input tape. Now, let us 
give the formal definition of k4’s computations. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let M= (K, E, K,, 6, qO, F, d, k) be a 2-AM(k). Let C and C’ 
be two instantaneous descriptions. We shall say that M can go from C to c’ in one 
step, denoted by C I- c’, if c’ can be obtained from C by applying the next move 
relation 6. A sequential computation of M on x is a sequence 
C~=z~(X)k--C~~~~~i-Cm, m 20. In what follows we shall often simply write 
co, c,, ‘.., cm. 
A computation (tree) of M on a word x is a finite, nonempty, labelled tree with 
the following properties: 
(1) each node u of the tree is labelled by an instantaneous description Z(u) 
(2) If u is an internal node (a non-leaf) of the tree, Z(u) is universal, and 
{CIl(u)t--Cc)={&.., C,}, then u has exactly m children ui, . . . . u, such that 
l(q) = ci. 
(3) if u is an internal node of the tree and Z(u) is existential, then u has exactly 
one child u such that Z(u) I- Z(u). 
An accepting computation (tree) of M on an input word x is a computation (tree) 
whose root is labelled with Z,,,,(x) and whose leaves are all labelled with accepting 
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instantaneous descriptions. We say that M accepts x if there is an accepting com- 
putation (tree) of M on input x. We define L(M) = {x E Z*2 I M accepts x} as the 
language accepted by A4. 
In what follows we shall often consider the computation as a tree labelled by con- 
figurations instead of instantaneous descriptions. It will cause no confusion because 
it will be clear which input word is considered. 
For the recognition of different languages we shall define the notion “prominent 
configurations” according to the given language. If V will be the set of prominent 
configurations, then we define, for each accepting computation D, the pattern of the 
accepting computation as a tree d with the following properties: 
(1) The root of D is the root of D. 
(2) The rest nodes are the nodes of D labelled by the prominent con- 
figurations from I/. 
(3) The nodes u and u are connected by an edge in d iff D involves a path 
from u to u that involves no node labelled by a prominent configuration. 
Now, we shall define the complexy measures-SPACE, TIME, REVERSALS, 
and PARALLELISM for 2-dimensional multihead alternating machines. Let A be a 
2-AM(k), for a k EN, accepting a language L(A). 
The space complexity of A is the function of the input word size n x n, 
S,(n)=log*(C,(n)), where C,(n) is the number of all different internal con- 
figurations used in all accepting computations on the words of size n x n from L(A). 
We note that the number of all configurations used in accepting computations on 
inputs with the size n x n can be at most (n +2)%,(n), where (n -1-2)~~ is the, 
number of all different positions of the heads on the input tape. 
The reversal complexity considered in this paper is the reversal complexity 
according to the left-right direction. It means that a head H does the reversal when 
H moves one square to the left (right) and the last move of H in the horizontal 
direction was “to the right (left).” For an accepting computation D of A, we denote 
by T,(D) (R,(D)) the maximum of steps (head reversals) performed in the sequen- 
tial computations from the root of D to the leaves of D. The time or reversal com- 
plexity is defined in the obvious way as the function X,(n)=max(X,(D)JD is an 
accepting computation of A on an input of the size n x n}, where XE (T, R}. 
The parallel complexity measure is defined as introduced in [S] (similar 
definitions can be found in [8, lo]) for alternating devices. Let P,(D) be the num- 
ber of universal states in the accepting computation D of A. So, P,(D) is an upper 
bound on branchings in D. The parallel complexity of A is the function 
P,(n)=max{P,(D)jD is an accepting computation of A on an input of the size 
nxn}. 
Now, giving some restrictions on 2-MAMs we define 2-dimensional multihead 
deterministic (nondeterministic) machines, 2-MDMs (2-MNMs). 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let A = (K, C, KU, 6, qO, F, d, k) be a 2-AM(k), for a k E N. We 
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shall say that A is a 2-dimensional k-head nondeterministic machine, 2-NM(k), if 
Ku= 0. We shall say that A is a 2-dimensional k-head deterministic machine, 
2-DM(k), if the next move relation is a function. For any functionsf and g from N 
to N, we write “YE G(g)” if there exist some c E R and some m E N such that 
f(n) > cg(n) for any n > m. We write “YE O(g)” if there exist some c E W and some 
rnE N such that f(n) < cg(n) for any n > m, and we write “f(n) = o(g(n))” if 
lim n _ af(n)/g(n) = 0. For any r E W, Lr J is the greatest m EN such that r > m. 
For each type of devices 2 (for example, 2-AM(3)) and functions t,, t2, t,, t, 
from N to N, we say that a machine A is of the type Z - T(t,) - 
S(t,) - P(t3) - R(t4) iff A is of the type Z and T,(n) E O(t,(n)), S,(n) E O(t,(n)), 
P,(n)E O(t,(n)), and R,(n)E O(t,(n)). Further, we say that A is of the type 
Z-TSPR(t,) iff A is of the type Z and T,(n) S,(n) P,(n) R,(n)E O(t,(n)). If 
some of the symbols T, S, P, R are missing, no upper bounds are given for 
the corresponding complexity measures. For example, a 2-AM( l)-TSP(t,) is a 
2-dimensional alternating one-head machine with T,(n) S,(n) P,(n) E O(t,(n)). 
For each type of device Z we denote by 9(Z) = { L(A)1 A is of the type Z} the 
family of languages accepted by the devices of the type Z. 
We next introduce a notion of “computable function,” which will be used below. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let Z be a type of deterministic devices introduced above (for 
example, 2-DM(1) - T(n)), and 1 < t(n) d n* be a function from N to N. We say 
that t is Z-computable if there is a machine of the type Z that, for each input of size 
n x n, has an accepting computation finishing in the configuration in which the first 
head is adjusted on the position (i, j) and t(n) = in + j. 
Concluding this section, we define the languages whose computational com- 
plexity of recognition will be studied. Let 0 denote the “exclusive or” operator. 
Let, for any functionffrom N to N such that 1 <f*(n) G n/2, as in Fig. 2, where, 
A,, B A,2 B . . . 
B B B B... 
A*, B AZ2 B . . . 
B B B B... 
**- : :' : : . . '. 
: i : : . . . 
B B B B... 
A r, B Ar2 B . . . 
B B B B... 
I D, D2 D3 Dq . . 
. . . B A,= B C, 
. . . B B BC2 
. . . B 112, B C3 
. . . B B B C4 
: : i i . . 
.* : : . . 
. . . :: 
. . . 
B B B s-2 
..a B A,, B Czr-, 
. . . B B B C2r 
. . . . . . . Dzr x 
FIGURE 2 
n 11, r= ftnl, 
8 =n-2r2, B = [2)' x =, 
Aij EtO,l]= " 
for i.j =l.....r ) 
ci6; lO,1,21' x B 
for 12 1,...,2r , 
DiE 10,1.218 x r 
for i = 1,...,2r ) 
xcLo,l.21a x B ) 
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L(f,gl=L 
n 
IlLI, m = ftnl , r = g(n), 
8 : n-m(r+l), 
AiE iO.ll" x = 
for i= l.....m , 
FIGURE 3 
for matrices A=(aV),., and E=(eU),.., A@E=G=(g,),,,, where g,=a,@eG 
for i,j= 1, . . . . r. 
Let, for any functions f and g from N to N such that f(n)(g(n) + 1) <n, as in 
Fig. 3. 
The last languages considered here are L = {ABA In 2 1, m 2 1, n - 2m 2 0, 
A E (0, l},xm, and BE {2}nx(n-2m)} and L’= {ABA(na 1, m=Ln/3J, 
A E (0, 1 lnx”‘, and BE {2}~x(n-2m)} EL. 
3. LOWER BOUNDS ON TIME. SPACE. PARALLELISM 
We shall prove lower bounds for 2-AM( 1 )s and general 2-MAMs in this section. 
First we shall consider 2-AM( 1 )s as computing models. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a 2-AM( 1) such that L’ c L(A) c L. Then 
0) T,(n) S,(n) P,(n) E fW3/log2n) and 
(ii) if S,(n) 2 log,n then T,(n) S,(n) P,(n) E 12(n3). 
Proof Let A = (K, .Z, KU, 6, q,,, F, d, 1) be a 2-AM( 1) such that L’ E L(A) c L. 
We shall prove the properties (i) and (ii) above by contradiction. 
Let T,(n) S,(n) P,(n) 4 Q(n3/log2 n) (Q(n3) if S,(n) 2 log,n), which means that 
for Vu EN and kfm EN, 3s 2 m such that 
(as’). 
In what follows we shall show that there is a word in L(A) - L, which will be a 
contradiction. 
For every accepting computation (tree) D, on w = A, (2}““(“-2L”/3J) A2 EL’ 
(note that A, = A,), we define the prominent configurations in the following way: 
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1. The initial configuration is a prominent configuration. 
2. A configuration C in which the head is on the position (i, Ln/3 J + 1) (resp. 
(j, n - Ln/3 J + 1),), 0 < i,j < n + 1, is a prominent configuration iff the immediately 
preceding prominent configuration of C in the sequential part of the computation 
D, is the initial configuration or a configuration with the head position (h’, 
n - Ln/3 J + 1) (resp. (i’, Ln/3 J + 1 ),), 0 < i’, j’ < n + 1. (See Fig. 4 as an example of 
input head positions of prominent configurations (the full squares) in a sequential 
computation.) 
There is no doubt that between two successive prominent configurations C, and 
C2 the machine A has to make at least Ln/3 J - 1 steps and only the subword 
Al{21 “x (n-2Ln/3J) or the subword { 2)” x (n-2Ln/3J) A, is crossed (i.e., both subwords 
Al and A2 cannot be read in the sequential computation between C, and C,). 
Let D, be a fixed, accepting computation of A on w E L’. We call the pattern B, 
of D, according to the prominent configurations defined above the pattern of w. 
Now, we shall prove the following assertion. 
FACT 3.1.1. For each n E N, the number of all different patterns of words in 
L,= {wEL’II(w)=n} is bounded by 
e(n) = 2 4d(S~(n) + bg2 n) TA(~) P~(n)ln 
for some constant d’ > 0. 
Proof of Fact 3.1.1. Each pattern can be transformed to a sequence containing 
the concatenation of all (at most dP,(n)) paths from the root of the pattern to the 
leaves of the pattern. We note that from such a sequence of prominent con- 
figurations we can unambiguously construct the original pattern. 
The length of every sequence corresponding to a pattern is bounded by 
FIGURE 4 
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4&,(n) P,(n)/n. Since the number of all different, prominent configurations is 
bounded by 
2(n + 2) 254’“) 
and the number of all different patterns of words in L, is bounded by 
(2@ + 2) 2%&,)4flh) Prdn)/n < 2WW+~w) T,(n) p,(n)/n 
for some constant d’ > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 Continued. The number of words in L, is 2”Ln’3J. From 
the assumption that (i) (and (ii) if S,(n) > log,n) does not hold, there is a positive 
integer s such that 
4d’(S,(s) + log,s) TA(s) PA(s) sLs/3_1- 1. 
So, there are two different words W, = A, {2}““(“-2Ls’3J)A, and W, = 
A2121 sx(Sp2Ls’3J)A2 in L, with the same patttern D. 
Now, it is sufficient to show that there is an accepting computation of A on the 
word y=A,{2} sx (‘- *ts13 ‘) A, 4 L. The accepting computation can be constructed 
in the following way. 
For each node u of 4 labelled by a prominent configuration I(U), let DA (resp. 02) 
be the subtree of the accepting computation S,, (resp. D,,), from u (i.e., with the 
root U) to the nodes (labelled by the prominent configurations) in which an edge 
leads from u in 4. An accepting computation tree on y is obtained from b by 
replacing the node u together with the edges leading from u by 0: if the subword 
AL4 sX(s-2Ls’3’) of y is read between the prominent configuration I(U) and the 
successive ones, and by Dt if the subword {2}““(“-2L”‘3J)A2 of y is read between 
l(u) and the successive prominent configurations. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be a 2-NM( 1) such that L’ c L(A) E L. Then 
(i) T,(n) S,(n) E SZ(n3/log2n) and 
(ii) if S,(n) 2 log,n then T,(n) S,(n) E 12(n3). 
Now, we shall show that there is a tight upper bound O(n)) for the recognition of 
L. To recognize L we use a 2-dimensional deterministic Turring machine with one 
linear, working tape (see [lo] for formal definition)--2-DTM which is a special 
case of 2-DM( 1). This result shows that all generalisations made to obtain a 
2-MAM(l) from a 2-DTM cannot help to decrease the computational complexity 
for the recognition of L according to the complexity measure TSP. 
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LEMMA 3.3. L can be recognized by a 2-DTM A in time T,(n) E O(n*) and space 
S,(n) E O(n). 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider a 2-DTM that, for the inputs A,(2)“” iA2, 
compares the corresponding rows of A, and A, using the working tape to store the 
compared row of A,. i 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let h, g be functions from N to N such that h(n) 6 Q(n3/log2n) 
and n B g(n) 2 log, n. Then 
972 - DTM-T(n*) - S(n)) - Y(2 -AM(l) - TSP(h(n))) # /2/ 
Y(2 - DTM-T(n*) - s(n)) - 9(2 - AM( 1) - S(g) - TP(h(n) log, n/g(n))) # 0. 
We note that using Corollary 3.4 several hierarchy results for computing devices 
between 2-DTM and 2-AM( 1) can be established. Because of the very large number 
of possibilities we omit the formulations. We also call attention to the fact that 
other upper bounds similar to the upper bound in Lemma 3.3 can be proved to 
obtain several further hierarchies. 
The following result shows that one additional head on the 2-dimensional input 
tape can have essential influence on the computational complexity. In fact it is 
by the increase of TSP by claimed that one input head cannot be compensated 
4nPw2n). 
.(0) machine A in time O(n*) LEMMA 3.5. L can be recognized by a 2-DM(2) - R 
and constant space. 
Proof The proof is a simple exercise and we omit it. 1 
Now, we shall prove the main result of this section yielding a nontrivial lower 
bound for language recognition on the general computing model-2-MAM. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be a 2-MAM such that L(A)= L(f), for a function 
f: 1 <f’(n) <n/2 from N to N. Then 
6) Th) S,(n) PA(n) E Q(f ‘(n)llw2n) and 
(ii) if S,(n) > log,n, then T,(n) S,(n) P,(n) E Q(f5(n)). 
Proof To prove Theorem 3.6 it suffices to show that if a 2-AM(k) 
A = (4 Z &,, 6, qo, F, d, k), for a k E N, with T,(n) S,(n) P,(n) 4 Q(f ‘(n)/log2 n) 
(Q(f 5(n)) in the case S,(n)>log, n) accepts all words in L(f), then A has to 
accept a word y not in L(f ). So, we can assume that there is a s E N such that 
(1) dk3T,,,(s) PA(s (s) < (f2(;)/*) and 
(2) 4 h,f (s) + 8 MS,(s) + k low) TA(s) P,&)/!f3(s) <f*(s) - 1 
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holds if (i) or (ii) does not hold. Let 
A,, B AlI ... B A,, B B, 
B BB ... BB B B, 
. . . . . . . . . . . , . . 
W=B BB BB BB, 
A ,,,, B A,, ... B A,,,,,, B B, 
B BB ... BB B B, 
4 B, B, ... B3B3 4 B, 
be a word in L(f), where 
B, E (0, 1, 2}mx(S-2m2), 
m=f(s), Aii~ (0, l}mxm, B= {2}“‘xm, 
B3 E (0, 1, 2}(S-2m2’xm, and B*E (0, 1, 2}(S-2m2)x(S-2m2! 
We shall say that A compares the pair of subwords (A,,, A,,) in a computation D, 
on w iff there is a configuration in D, such that one of the reading heads is 
positioned on A,, and another reading head is positioned on A,,. 
Let, for u, UE (1, 2, . . . . f (.s)>, the (u, u)-prominent configuration of an accepting 
computation on a word in L(f) be a configuration in which one of the reading 
heads is adjusted on a “border” symbol (i.e., a symbol neighboring to a symbol 2) 
of A,, after crossing a group of 2’s from another A,. A prominent configuration is 
any (u, u)-prominent configuration for u, u E { 1, 2, . . . . f (s)}. 
FACT 3.6.1. Let D, be an accepting computation on w E L(f ), l(w) = s. Then 
there is a pair ((r, v), (p, q)), r #p or u # q, such that 
(3) the subwords A,, and A,, are not compared in D,, and 
(4) there exist at most 4kdTA(s) PA(s)/f3(s) (r, u)-prominent and (p, q)- 
prominent configurations in D,. 
Proof of Fact 3.6.1. D, can contain at most kT,(s)Jf (s) prominent con- 
figurations in a sequential computation. So, D, involves at most dkT,(s) PA(s (s) 
prominent configurations, which implies that there are at least f *(s)/2 subwords A, 
of w such that D, involves at most 2dkT,(s) PA(s)/f3(s) (i,j)-prominent con- 
figurations. 
The number of all pairs chosen from these f *(s)/2 subwords is (~‘(;J/*). The upper 
bound on the number of prominent configurations in D,, gives us the fact that at 
most dk3 TA(s) PA(s pairs of subwords of w are compared in D,. 
So, using (1) we can find two subwords A,, and A,, among these f*(s)/2 sub- 
words of w which are not compared in D,. This completes the proof of Fact 3.6.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6 Continued. Let D, be a fixed acceptting computation of A 
on w in L(f), and L,(f)= {WE (0, 1, 2}5XS(~~L(f), B,, B,, B3e {2}*2}. 
Obviously, the number of different words in L, is 
pw(.m - 1) 
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Considering Fact 3.61, we have that there are pairs (a, jI) and (y, 6) fulfilling the 
conditions (3) and (4) of Fact 3.61 for at least 
2f%)(PW - 1 )/f4(s) 
computations D, on w’s in L,(f). 
For each w EL,(~) we define the pattern 6, of w as the pattern D,,, of D, 
according to (IX, /3)-prominent, and (y, 6)-prominent configurations. 
FACT 3.6.2. The number of all different patterns on words in L,(f) is bounded by 
e(s) = 28MX&) + k lw ~1 TA(s) p&)If3(s) 
Proof of Fact 3.6.2. The number of different prominent configurations of A can 
be bounded by 
s2k2sA(“) < 22&(s) + k logzs) 
. 
Now, following the proof of Fact 3.1.1, the proof of Fact 3.6.2 can be completed. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6 Continued. Using property (2) of s we obtain that there 
are two different words (see Fig. 5) having the properties: 
(a) A,, #A&, and Ayd #-+; 
(b) the unequalities (a) are the only differences between wi and w,; 
(c) w1 and w2 have the same pattern; 
(d) the pairs of subwords (A,,, Ars) and (A&, Ab6) are not compared in the 
accepting computations D,, and D,,, respectively. 
Now, we shall consider the word (see Fig. 6) that does not belong to L(f ). It is 
no doubt that in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that an accepting 
computation of A on y can be constructed. So, the fact that y E L(A) - L(f) 
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FIGUKE 6 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A be a 2-MAM such that L(A)= (LJnf21). Then 
0) T,(n) S,(n) P,(n) EQ(ns’2/low) 
(ii) if S,(n) > log,n, then T.,,(n) S,(n) P,(n) E Q(n5j2). 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let A be a 2-MNM such that L(A)= L(f), for a function 
f: 1 <f2(n)<n/2. Then 
(0 T,(n) Un) EQ(f ‘(n)/log,n) 
(ii) if S,(n) 2 log,n, then T,(n) S,(n) E Q(f ‘(n)). 
Now, we are proving a tight upper bound for the recognition of the language 
L(f ). 
LEMMA 3.9. Let f: 1 <f’(n) d n/2 be 2-DTM-T(f4(n)) - S(f (b))-computable. 
Then there is a 2-DTM-T( f 4(n)) - S( f ( n )) machine A such that L(A) = L(f ). 
Proof: A 2-DTM A recognizing L works in the following way: First A writes in 
unary f(n) on the working tape and then A gradually adds all ith rows of all 
matrices A,, (p, q = 1, . . . . f(n)). To add all ith rows for a fixed number 
ie (1, . . ..f (n)}, A needs f(n) space and O(f ‘(n)) time. So, to recognize L(f), A 
uses f (n) space and O(f “(n)) time. 1 
From Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 3.9, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let f: 1 <f’(n) <n/2 be 2-DTM-T(f4(n))-S(f (n))-computable, 
and g 4 Q(f ‘(n)llm n): 
Z’(2-DTM-T(f4(n)) - S(f (n))) - T(ZMAM-TSP(g)) # 0 
Y(ZDTM-T(f 4(n)) - S(f (n))) - 5’(2-MAM-S(log*n)-TP(g)) # 0. 
We call attention to the fact that a large number of hierarchy results follow from 
Theorem 3.10. Concluding this section, we formulate only some of them. 
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COROLLARY 3.11. Let f: 1 <f2(n) 6 n/2 be 2-DTM-T(f”(n))-S(f(n))-comput- 
able. Let g(n) $ S2(f5(n)/log2n), h(n) = o(f(n)), and XE (A, N, D}. Then 
9(2-MXM-TSP(g(n))) 5 9(2-MXM-TSP(f’(n))), 
=Y(2 - XM(k)-TSP(g(n))) s 972 - XM(k)-TSP(fS(n))) for any k E N, 
9(2-XTM-TSP(g(n))) 5 9(2-XTM-TSP(f 5(n))), 
9(2-DTM-T(h4(n)) - S(f (n))) s =Y(2-DTM-T(f “(n)) - S(f (n))), 
9(2-DTM-T(f “(n)) - S(h(n))) s 3(2-DTM-T(f “(n)) - S(f (n))). 
4. LOWER BOUNDS ON REVERSALS . SPACE . PARALLELISM 
This section is devoted to the complexity measure RSP. As opposed to Section 3 
we first prove lower bounds on the general computing model MAM. The lower 
bound for 2-AM( 1 )s is obtained as a consequence of the previous results. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f, g be functions from N to N such that f (n)(g(n) + 1) dn. 
Then, for any 2-MAM A, one of the following three conditions does not hold: 
0) L(A) = Uf, d 
00 R,&) PA(n) = o(f (n)) 
(iii) (SAn) + log2n) R,(n) PA(n) # Q(ndn)). 
Proof Let us prove this assertion by contradiction. Let A = (K, C, Ko, 
6, qO, F, d, k) be a 2-AM(k), for a kc N, such that all conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) 
hold. Using them we shall construct an accepting computation for a word 
Y 6 uf, g). 
Let us consider the input w = A, BA2B ... BA,BB’ E L(f, g), where l(w) = n, 
m=f(n), A,E (0, l}nxg(“), B= {2}“x1, B’E (2) n X (n-/(n)(g(n)+ 1)). We shall say that 
A compares the pair of subwords (Ai, Aj) of w in an acceptting computation D, iff 
there is a configuration in D, such that one reading head is adjusted on Ai and 
another on Aj. 
Let, for iE { 1, 2, . . . . f(n)}, the i-prominent configuration of an accepting com- 
putation of A on a word w E L(f, g) be a configuration in which one of the reading 
heads is adjusted on a border symbol (i.e., a symbol neighbouring to a symbol 2) of 
Ai and this reading head was adjusted on symbol 2 of B or B’ in the immediately 
preceding configuration. A prominent configuration is any i-prominent one for 
i= 1, . . ..f(n). 
FACT 4.1.1. Let D, be an accepting computation on w E L(f, g), and let I(w) = n. 
Then, there is an r E N, such that for all n 3 r there is a pair (p, q), p, q E { 1,2, . . . . m }, 




(2) the subwords A, and A, are not compared in D, 
(3) there exist at most 4k&,(n) P,(n) p-prominent and q-prominent con- 
figurations in D,v. 
Proof of Fact 4.1.1. Let D be a sequential part of the computation D, without 
reversals. D can involve at most kf(n) prominent configurations, which implies D, 
can involve at most dkf(n) R,(n) P,(n) prominent conligurations. So, there are at 
least f (n)/2 subwords Ai such that D, involves at most 2dkR,(n) P,(n) i-prominent 
configurations. 
Clearly, the number of pairs chosen from these f (n)/2 subwords is (f(;)/*). The 
fact that D, involving z prominent configurations can compare at most k’z pairs of 
subwords of w implies that at most dk3f (n) R,(n) P,(n) pairs of subwords of w can 
be compared in D,. Since dk3f(n) R,(n) P,(n) = o(f ‘(n)) according to the 
property (ii), we can, for sufficiently large numbers n, find a pair (p, q) fulfilling 
conditions (l), (2), and (3). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 Continued. Let L,(f, g) = {w E (0, 1, 2}‘x”I w E L(f, g), 
w=A,BA*B-.. BA,B’, where B, B’ E {2)**}. The number of different words in 
L,(f, g) is 2”f(“)g(“). 
Let D, be a fixed, accepting computation on w E L,(f, g). Using Fact 4.1.1 we 
have that there is, for sufficiently large n, a pair (a, j?) fulfilling (I), (2), and (3) for 
at least 2”f(“)g(“)lf2( n accepting computations D, on w’s in L,(f, g). ) 
Let, for each input w E L(f; g), the pattern 6, of w be the pattern of the accepting 
computation D, according to a-prominent and P-prominent configurations. Then 
we omit the proof of the following fact that can be proved in the same way as Fact 
3.6.2 in Theorem 3.6. 
Fact 4.1.2. For each nE N, the number of all patterns of words in L,(f, g) is 
bounded by 
e(n) = 2 *@An) + k logz n) 4kdRAn) PA(~) 
Realizing the fact that the number of words; in L,,(f, g) with fixed Ai for i # a, /I is 
tg(“)* and considering property (iii), the proof of Theorem 4.1 can be completed in the 
same way as the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.6. 1 
In what follows we assume that f and g are functions from N to N such that 
f(n)&(n)+ 1)Gn. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A be a 2-MAM such that L(A) = L(f, g). Then 
R,(n) S,(n) P,(n) E Q(f (n)/log, n). 
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Iff(n) = Ln/2 J and g(n) = 1, then 
R,(n) S,(n) PA(n) E Q(n/log2 n). 
One can simply formulate the consequences of Theorem 4.1 for MNMs and for 
alternating and nondeterministic machines using no reversal in their computations 
(called 3-way machines that are 2-dimensional analogues of l-way machines in the 
l-dimensional case). All these lower bounds are the first nontrivial ones for the 
complexity measures SR and SP. 
Now, we show tight upper bounds for the recognition of L(f, g). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let f, g:f(n)(g(n) + 1) <n be 2-DTM-S(ng(n))-R(O)-computable 
functions from N to N. There is a 2-DTM A recognizing L(f, g) with 
S,(n) E O(ng(n)), and R,(n) = 0. 
Proof A recognizing L(f, g) writes the subword A, one column after the other 
on the working tape and then adds the subwords Ai (for i= 2, . . . . f (n)) to the 
contents of the working tape. 1 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let f, g: f (n)(g(n) + 1) < n be 2-DTM-S(ng(n))-R(O)-comput- 
able functions. Let h(n) $ Q(f (n)/log, n). Then, 9’(2-DTM-S(ng(n)) - R(0)) - 
9(2-MAM-RSP(h(n))) # a. 
Similarly as in Section 3, a large number of hierarchy results for different 
computing models follow from Corollary 4.4. The formulation of them is omitted. 
Now, we shall establish a higher lower bound for the computing model 2-AM( 1). 
The proof of this result is a special case of the proof of Theorem 4.1. Therefore we 
give a short outline of the proof only and we leave the details to the reader. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A be a 2 - AM( 1) recognizing L. Then 
(0 R.&d S,(n) PA(n) E Q(nzllog24. 
(ii) If S,(n) > log,n, then R,(n) S,(n) P,(n) EIR(n’). 
Outline of the ProoJ It is sufficient to choose f(n) = 2 and g(n) = Ln/3 J to 
obtain L(f, g) similar to L. Since a 2-AM( 1) A has only one head on the input tape, 
A cannot compare A, and A, in the words of the form A, BAZ B’. So, property (ii) 
of Theorem 4.1 does not play any role in the proof of Theorem 4.5. Now, following 
the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is a simple exercise to prove Theorem 4.5. 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let A be a 2-NM( 1) recognizing L. Then 
(0 RAn) S,(n) E Q(n2/log2 n) 
(ii) if S,(n) > log 2 n, then R,(n) S,(n) E 12(n2). 
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COROLLARY 4.7. Let A be u 2-NM( 1) - R(0) recognizing L. Then 
S,(n) E Q(n’). 
There is no doubt that L can be recognized by a 2-DTM using 0(n’) space and 
no reversal. Since some further upper bounds can be simply obtained, one can 
establish an amount of hierarchy results for computing models with one reading 
head on the input tape. 
In Section 3 we have shown that the second head on the input tape can compen- 
sate for the essential increase of the complexity measure TSP. It is easy to see that 
the language L can be recognized by a 2-DM(2)-R(0) with constant space. From 
this fact and Theorem 4.5, we can get the following corollary, which implies that the 
second head on the input tape cannot be compensated by n2/log2n increase of the 
complexity measure RSP. 
COROLLARY 4.8. For h(n) $ Q(n2/log2n), 
972 - DM(2) - R(0)) - Z(2 - AM( 1) - RSP(h(n))) # 0. 
5. ~-DIMENSIONAL MULTIHEAD FINITE AUTOMATA 
2-dimensional multihead finite automata can be defined as 2-dimensional mul- 
tihead machines using constant space, i.e., finite state control. To denote them we 
use the symbols FA instead of the last symbol M in the notation of multihead 
machines. So, for example, 2-MAFA denotes a 2-dimensional multihead alternating 
finite automaton. In this section we present several new results concerning 2-dimen- 
sional multihead finite automata that can be obtained as direct consequences of 
results established in Sections 2 and 3. 
The first result shows for 2-dimensional deterministic multihead finite automata 
that two heads are more powerful than one. 
THEOREM 5.1. (a) 9(2-DFA(2) -R(O)) - Z(2 - DFA( 1)) # @ 
(b) Y(2 - DFA( 1) -R(O)) s 9(2-DFA(2) - R(0)) 
(c) 9(2-DFA(l))s 9(2-DFA(2)). 
ProoJ Obviously, as pointed in Lemma 3.5, the language 
L E 972 - DFA(2) - R(0)). Since 9(2-DFA( 1)) E 9(2-AM( l)-TSP(n’)) and 
L#9(2-AM(l)-TSP(n2)) follows from Theorem 3.1, we obtain (a) whose direct 
consequences are (b) and (c). 1 
Now, we are formulating some lower bounds on 2-dimensional multihead finite 
automata that are the first results of this type. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let A be a 2-MAFA recognizing L(f) for a function 
f: 1 <f’(n)<n/2. Then 
T,(n) L(n) E Q(f 5(n)llow). 
ProoJ The result is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.6. 1 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let A be a 2-MNFA recognizing L(f) for a function 
f: 1 <f 2(n) <n/2. Then 
TAn) E Q(f ‘(n)llog2n). 
It can be easily seen that (1) there is a 2-DFA(3) recognizing L(f) in time 
O(f ‘(n)) if f is 2-DFA(3) - T(f ‘(n)) -computable, and (2) there is a 2-AFA(5) 
recognizing L(f) in O(f 3(n)) t’ ime and O(f2(n)) parallelism (for each tuple (i,j), 
i,jE { 1, 2, . . ..f(n)> one separate sequential computation is used to add the contents 
of the positions (i,j) of all subwords A,, E (0, 1 }rcn)xJcn)) if f is 2-DFA(5)-com- 
putable. This fact implies several hierarchy results as, for example, 
p(ZMXFA-TP( g(n))) 5 Y(2-MXFA-TP( f ‘(n))) 
for XE {A, N, O} and g(n) 4 Q(f ‘(n)/log2n). 
Now, we shall study the complexity measure RP of 2-dimensional multihead 
alternating finite automata. The following lower bounds are direct consequences of 
Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let A be a 2-MAFA such that L(A) = L(f, g) for some functions 
f,g: 1 <f(n)(g(n)+ l)<n. Then 
R,(n) PA(n) E Q(f (n)k% n). 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let A be a 2-MAFA-R(0) such that L(A)= L(f,g). Then 
PA(n) E Q(f (nYb2n). 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let A be a 2-MNFA such that L(A)= L(f,g). Then 
PA(n) E Q(f (n)llog2n). 
COROLLARY 5.7: L(S, g) 4 Y(2-MNFA-R(0)) f or any increasing function f such 
that f (n) I$ O(log,n). 
Since the language L(f, g) in Corollary 5.7 can be recognized by a 2-MNFA with 
O(ng(b)) reversals, we have the following assertion. 
COROLLARY 5.8. LZ(ZMNFA-R(0)) 5 L?(ZMNFA). 
An analogy of the study of the relation between l-way and 2-way alternating 
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multihead finite automata is the study of the relation between 2-MAFA-R(O)s and 
2-MAFAs. Concluding this section we note that, for a fixed function 
f(n) = o(n/log,n), that is 2-MDFA-P(S(n))-computable, 2-MAFAs with f(n) 
bounded parallelism are more powerful than MAFA-R(O)s with f(n) bounded 
parallelism, i.e., 
LZ(2-MAFA-R(0) - P(f(n))) 5 9(2-MAFA-P(f(n))). 
6. CONCLUSION 
The main results of this paper are the lower bounds on the complexity measures 
TSP, RSP, TS, and RS of a very general cornputting model-2-dimensional mul- 
tihead machines. The proof technique used was a generalisation of the proof techni- 
ques used in [4-7). The main advantage over the papers [4-71 is that we were able 
to prove tight upper bounds to our lower bounds, which implies a large number of 
hierarchy results that were not obtained for the computing models in [4-73. 
We note that the extension of our results to m-dimensional multihead machines 
brings no hard technical problems. The definitions of m-dimensional languages 
L”(f) and L”(f, g) can be made in a straightforward way and the lower bounds 
Tsp~Q((f(n)) 2m+1/log2n) for the recognition of L”(f) on m-MAMs, and 
RSP~Q(f(n)/log,n) for the recognition of L”(f, g) on m-MAMs can be 
established using the same proof technique as in Theorems 3.6 and 4.1. 
A motivation for further work is to generalize our computing model so as to 
allow the reading heads on the input tape to jump. We note that the proof techni- 
que used in this paper is not suitable for computing models with jumping heads. 
For example, a 2-MDM with jumping heads can recognize L(f) in time o(f*(n)), 
and constant space. 
Besides the motivation to obtain stronger lower bounds (for different computing 
models) than the lower bounds obtained here, several open problems concerning 2- 
dimensional multihead finite automata can be considered. One of the most natural 
tasks is to determine whether k + 1 heads are more powerful than k. The question is 
open for both 2-MAFA-R(O)s and 2-MAFAs. We have shown that the second head 
on the input tape can compensate for the complexity measures TSP and RTP. The 
natural question is whether the kth head added to k - 1 heads on the input tape has 
a similar influence for k 2 3. 
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